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Abstract. We give a sequence of binary functions defined on the finite observations of a stationary
point process which will almost surely eventually take the value POISSON if the observed process
is Poisson, and NOTPOISSON otherwise. We will give explicit upper bounds on the probability of
misclassification in case the process is Poisson. The construction of the discrimination procedures
will be based on Rényi’s characterization of the Poisson process.

1. Introduction

Many works have been devoted to the question of what can be learned about a discrete time
stationary stochastic process simply on the basis of successive observations of the output of a single
random sample drawn from the probability space underlying the process, cf. Bailey (1976), Ryabko
(1988), Algoet (1999), Suzuki (2003), Morvai and Weiss (2005), Csiszár and Talata (2006), Györfi
et al. (2002), Morvai and Weiss (2007), Györfi and Ottucsák (2007), Takahashi (2011), Györfi et al.
(2012), Jones et al. (2012), Felber et al. (2013), Gallo and Leonardi (2015), Morvai and Weiss (2021)
and Ryabko (2019).

One type of popular question in this area involves discriminating between two classes of processes
by means of a binary function which will almost surely stabilize on the correct answer (we have
borrowed the term ’discrimination procedure’ from Ryabko (2010), cf. Ryabko (2019) too). On the
other hand very few works have been devoted to analogous questions for continuous time processes.
For discrete time processes the simplest class is that of i.i.d. random variables. For continuous
time processes the simplest one is the homogeneous Poisson point processes on the line. It can be
described as a random countable discrete subset of R with the property that the random variables
that count the number of points in disjoint intervals are independent with a Poisson distribution
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and parameter proportional to the lengths of the intervals. An alternate description is via the
inter-arrival process which in the case of a Poisson process consists of independent exponentially
distributed random variables with a fixed parameter.

The question we shall take up in this paper is can one devise such a binary decision procedure
which will discriminate between a Poisson point process and the class of all other ergodic stationary
point processes.

While a great deal of work appears in the statistical literature concerning tests to determine
whether a given data set is best modeled by such processes e.g. Lewis (1965), Hora (1978), Reinmuth
(1971) and Chornoboy et al. (1988), in these papers the problem is not formulated as discriminating
between Poisson point processes and other stationary ergodic point processes. The emphasis is on
a statistical test which will succeed when the data derives from a Poisson process without really
specifying what is the general class of processes that is being considered. Here we specify precisely
the general class.

We will view a point process as a random discrete subset ω ⊂ R and then provide a sequence
of discrimination procedures DPOISSONt(ω ∩ [0, t]) which will eventually almost surely stabilize
on POISSON if the process we are sampling is Poisson and on NOTPOISSON otherwise. We will
give explicit upper bounds on the probability of misclassification for finite sample size in case the
process is in fact Poisson. In principle one cannot give similar upper bounds in the other direction
when the competing process is a general stationary and ergodic point process that is not Poisson.
This is because one can have such processes that are not Poisson but behave like a Poisson process
for a very long time. For more details on this see Remark 4.4 below.

In Morvai and Weiss (2019) we gave such a discrimination procedure which was based on a
characterization of the Poisson process via the inter-arrival process which in the case of a Poisson
process consists of independent exponentially distributed random variables with a fixed parameter.
However no explicit bounds were given there. The discrimination procedure we will give in this
paper will be based directly on the observations and a remarkable characterization of the Poisson
process due to Rényi (1967).

Here is a more formal description of the setup that we are considering. The random discrete
subset can be described by random variables . . . , R−1 < 0 ≤ R0 < R1 . . . defined on a probability
space (Ω,Σ,P) where the elements of Ω are discrete subsets of R and the random variables Ri(ω)
are the points of ω. The σ-algebra Σ is generated by functions that count the number of points in
ω∩ [a, b] for arbitrary intervals [a, b]. Just as in the case of discrete time stationary processes Xn(ω)
where shifting the time by k to Xn+k(ω) is represented by the k-th iterate of a transformation T
of the probability space so that Xn+k(ω) = Xn(T k(ω)) there is a natural one parameter family of
transformations Tt defined on the space Ω that takes the element ω to ω − t. We will assume that
P is invariant and ergodic under this flow.

The assumption of ergodicity is not really needed since we are treating pointwise phenomena.
The basic theorem on the ergodic decomposition of probability preserving flows (i.e. one parameter
groups of transformations Tt ) implies that with probability one we observe outputs of an ergodic
flow.

In addition we will only consider those point processes with the property that the expected number
of points in ω∩ [−N,N ] is finite for all N . It is easy to see that in this case there is a positive finite
number ν called the intensity of the process such that for any Borel measurable subset B of R the
expected number of points in B is given by ν|B| where |B| represents the Lebesgue measure of B
and ν is a positive constant called the intensity of the process.

Our discrimination procedure will deal directly with the point process and so we do not really
need to use the inter-arrival times in the construction of the procedure. However they will play a
certain role in the proof and so we proceed to define them.

The inter-arrival times are defined by Xn = Rn+1 − Rn. Even though the event R0 = 0 has
zero probability, sense can be made of conditioning on this event and a measure, called the Palm
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measure, can be defined on Ω so that the Xn form a stationary stochastic process which is ergodic if
and only if the original point process was. Indeed one verifies easily that E{1/X0} <∞ and defines
a probability on Ω by P0 = (1/X0×P)/E{1/X0}. If we then let Σ0 denote the σ-algebra generated
by the inter-arrival times and by Ω0 the “atoms” of this σ-algebra we get the probability space of the
Palm measure. A detailed discussion of this can be found in Thorisson (2000, Chapter 8). In this
duality, ergodicity of the flow corresponds exactly to the ergodicity of the discrete stationary process
(cf. Thorisson 8.7). It is worth remarking that null sets are preserved under this transformation so
that a typical sample for an ergodic point process gives a typical sample for the inter-arrival time
process.

Our discrimination procedure will be based on examining the properties of discrete time processes
that are derived from the point process in a simpler way. For any fixed increment h we can consider
the {0, 1}-valued random variables Yn defined by Yn(ω) = 0 if and only if ω∩[nh, (n+1)h] = ∅. For a
Poisson process this will be a sequence of independent and identically distributed random variables.
We will use a universal procedure for determining independence for each of such processes with
h = 1/2k. Since in either case Th preserves the probability, the {Yn} form a stationary process
even if the point process is not Poisson. However, there may be values of h for which the discrete
transformation Th is not ergodic. As is well known for an ergodic flow, this can happen for at
most a countable set of values of h, which however are not known to us. Rather than assuming
a stronger ergodicity hypothesis we will deal with this problem in the proof. For the definition of
discrimination procedure itself the possible lack of ergodcity of Th presents no problem. To show
that for non Poisson processes our discrimination procedure will eventually detect this fact we will
rely on a classical criterion of Rényi which we discuss in the next section.

2. Rényi’s Characterization of the Poisson Process

Let δ(x) be an increasing positive function defined for x > 0 such that limx→0 δ(x) = 0, and
denote by |A| the Lebesgue measure on the real line. In Rényi (1967), it is proved the following.

Rényi’s theorem If a point process on the line satisfies the following two conditions:

P (A is empty) = e−λ|A| (2.1)

and
P (there are more than two points in A ) ≤ λ|A|δ(λ|A|) (2.2)

for all sets A which are arbitrary finite disjoint unions of intervals then the point process is a
homogeneous Poisson point process with parameter λ.

Our discrimination procedure will be based on this characterization of Rényi. In the proof of this
theorem Rényi used the first condition for all sets A of the form indicated but the second condition
was needed only for small intervals. This is satisfied for the ergodic point processes with finite
intensity that we consider and so our discussion of the discrimination procedure will be focused on
the key first condition. For the sake of completeness we sketch a proof of this well known fact.

Lemma 2.1. For an ergodic stationary point process (Ω,Σ,P, Tt) with finite intensity where the
elements of Ω are discrete subsets of R we have

P{|ω ∩ [0, h]| ≥ 2} ≤ λhδ(λh)

and lim δ(h) = 0 as h tends to zero (λ is the intensity).

Proof: We will compute the probability in question using the ergodic theorem applied to a typical
sample point of the process. The points in our sample can be indexed by . . . , R−1 < 0 ≤ R0 < R1 . . .
and the inter-arrival times defined byXn = Rn+1−Rn form a stationary ergodic process with respect
to the Palm measure. Fix a large N and let I = {i ≥ 0|Ri < N} and J = {i ∈ I|Xi < h}. By the
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ergodic theorem the ratio |I|/N will tend to the intensity. While the ratio |J |/|I| will tend to the
probability with respect to the Palm measure of the event {Xi < h}. Clearly {|{ω−s}∩ [0, h]| ≥ 2}
for s ∈ [0, N ] can only happen when s is within an interval of length h lying to the left of a point
Ri with i ∈ J . Thus an upper bound for the probability we are estimating is given by the limit of
h|J |/N = h |I||N |

|J |
|I| asN tends to infinity. This yields h× intensity× Palm measure({Xi < h}) = hλ×

Palm measure({Xi < h}). Defining δ(λh) = Palm measure({Xi < h}). Since the flow measure and
the Palm measure are equivalent measures and the intensity is finite the proof of Lemma 2.1 is
complete.

3. Preliminaries

Let 0 ≤ R0 < R1 < . . . be the inter-arrival times of a stationary ergodic point process. For
k = 0, 1, . . . define X(k)

i as

X
(k)
i =

{
0 if the interval ((i− 1)2−k, i2−k] is empty
1 otherwise.

That is,
X

(k)
i (ω) = X

(k)
1 (T (i−1)2−kω).

For any fixed k, the time series {X(k)
i } will be stationary, however in general even though the

real parameter flow Tt is ergodic, this does not imply that the discrete flow defined by the iterates
of T2−k is ergodic. We shall give an example of this below.

If the point process is Poisson then for all k, the random variables {X(k)
i } are independent. In

addition the converse also holds, if for all k these time series are independent then the point process
is Poisson. Our discrimination procedure will be based on a universal procedure for determining
the independence of a time series from a single sample of the series. Our earlier paper Morvai and
Weiss (2019) was based on a direct consideration of the inter-arrival times but we were unable to
give there any estimates for the probability of error in the discrimination procedure as we are able
to do here.

Example 3.1. Here is a simple example of a flow which illustrates both how to define point processes
and why some fixed times may be non-ergodic. The space is the two dimensional torus R2/Z2 with
Lebesgue measure and the flow is

Tt(u, v) = (u+ ta, v + tb)

where the ratio b/a is irrational and the addition is taken modulo 1.
This flow preserves Lebesgue measure and is the continuous analogue of an irrational rotation of

the circle. It is well known to be ergodic. You get a point process by taking some curve C in the
torus which wraps around the torus so that the lines {(u + ta, v + tb) : t ∈ R} intersect the curve
in a discrete set. Sampling a point for our process is choosing a starting point (u, v) according to
Lebesgue measure. The discrete subset of the intersection points on R defines a point process which
is stationary because Tt preserves Lebesgue measure.

For an explicit example of a curve C consider the broken line that goes from (0, 0) to (1/2, 1/2) and
then goes up from (1/2, 1/2) to (0, 1) which on the torus is the same point as (0, 0). Now if t0 = 1/a
the transformation Tt0 is not ergodic because all vertical lines u = constant are invariant under Tt0 ,
while for t0 = 1/b the transformation Tt0 is not ergodic because all horizontal lines v = constant are
now invariant under Tt0 . In addition for any integer m and tm = 1

am the transformation Ttm will
also not be ergodic since now for any constant c the union of the vertical lines

⋃m
i=1{u = c+ i/m}

will be invariant. If we take for example (a, b) = (1/2,
√

2/2) then, while the flow is ergodic the
transformations defined above will not be ergodic for all k.
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Despite the fact that we cannot be sure that the discrete time process {X(k)
i } is ergodic nonethe-

less, almost surely, when we sample {X(k)
i (ω)} according to P we will be seeing an ergodic process.

This follows immediately from the ergodic decomposition of stationary processes. This means that
the universal tests we will use can be applied. Here is a more precise explanation of this. First we
define generic points.

Definition 3.2. A point {xn}∞n=−∞ where xn ∈ {0, 1}, is a generic point for an ergodic stationary
process {Yn} if for any binary word wl1 ∈ {0, 1}l the frequency of wl1 in {xn}∞n=−∞ tends to the
probability of {Y l

1 = wl1}. (We use the notation Y l
1 = (Y1, . . . , Yl), and wl1 = (w1, . . . , wl).) More

formally:
#{0 ≤ n < N : xn+ln+1 = wl1}

N
→ P(Y l

1 = wl1).

By the Birkhoff ergodic theorem and the ergodic decomposition (cf. Kallenberg (1997)), almost
surely, points in any stationary process are generic for an ergodic process. Furthermore, the sets of
generic points are disjoint for distinct ergodic components. More formally we have:

Lemma 3.3. If (Ω,Σ, P, Tt) is an ergodic flow then almost surely, for all k, {X(k)
i } is a generic

point for a stationary and ergodic process.

Proof: For each k, X(k)
n defined as above on (Ω,Σ, P, S) determines a stationary process where

the time shift on the sample space is given by S = T2−k . Let θ ∈ Ek parametrize these ergodic
components. What this means is that we have a representation of P as

P =

∫
Ek

Pθdµ(θ)

where each Pθ represents an ergodic measure for S. For each θ there is a Pθ-null set Bk,θ such that
for ω /∈ Bk,θ the sequence {X(k)

n (ω)} is generic for the ergodic process defined by Pθ. Using the
ergodic decomposition (cf. Kallenberg (1997)) and Fubini’s theorem gives us the result that there
is a P -null set Bk such that for ω /∈ Bk the sequence {X(k)

n (ω)} is generic for some ergodic process.
Let B =

⋃∞
k=1Bk, P (B) = 0 and for ω /∈ B, for all k {X(k)

n (ω)} is generic for an ergodic process.
The proof of Lemma 3.3 is complete.

The next lemma is about individual sequences.

Lemma 3.4. Assume that the empirical frequencies of all k-blocks in a sequence a1, a2, . . . where
ai ∈ {0, 1} converge to independence, along a subsequence Nj. That is to say for all k and wk1 ∈
{0, 1}k,

#{1 ≤ n ≤ Nj : an+k1+n = wk1}
Nj

→ p
∑k
i=1 wi(1− p)k−

∑k
i=1 wi .

Then if we sample the k-blocks only at every other time instants, 2n, the same empirical limits
persist, i.e.

#{0 ≤ n ≤ bNj2 c − 1 : a2n+k1+2n = wk1}
bNj2 c

→ p
∑k
i=1 wi(1− p)k−

∑k
i=1 wi .

Proof: Fix k ≥ 1, wk1 ∈ {0, 1}k and ε > 0 arbitrarily. Let Zi be independent identically distributed
binary random variables with P (Zi = 1) = p. Form the two first order Markov chains

Ui = (Z2i, Z2i+1, . . . , Z2i+k−1)

and
Vi = (Z2i−1, Z2i, . . . , Z2i+k−2)
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with states space {0, 1}k. Clearly for the stationary distribution of these Markov chains is given by:

P (Ui = wk1) = P (Vi = wk1) = p
∑k
i=1 wi(1− p)k−

∑k
i=1 wi .

By the weak law of large numbers for mixing Markov chains, for m > k/ε sufficiently large there is
a set G of good words with length m+ k so that for both {Ui} and {Vi} the empirical distributions
of both state (Ui = wk1) and (Vi = wk1) are within ε its probability and

P ((Z1, . . . , Zm+k) ∈ G) > 1− ε.
Now since all words of length m + k occur in {an} with the asymptotic frequency given by the
distribution Z1, . . . , Zm+k we know that the set of n

N = {n ≥ 1 : an+m+k−1
n ∈ G}

has asymptotic frequency at least (1−ε). We now construct a sequence of disjoint intervals of lengths
(m+ k) that cover at least (1− ε) of [1, Nj ] as follows. Let n1 = min{n ∈ N}, and then inductively
having chosen ni let ni+1 = min{n ∈ N

⋂
[ni + m + k,Nj ]}. Clearly the intervals [ni, ni + m + k]

cover N
⋂

[1, Nj ] and so these disjoint intervals cover at least (1− ε) of [1, Nj ] by m+ k blocks that
belong to G. Calculate the frequency of wk1 along 2n + 1 by averaging first along the good m + k
blocks and then over the whole sequence. The discrepancy of the frequency and the independent
distribution will be within 3ε for large j. Since ε > 0 was arbitrary Lemma 3.4 is proven.

4. The Discrimination Procedure

If the point process is Poisson then for any given k, the random variables {X(k)
i } are independent.

Let {Zn} represent a stationary binary time series, and as usual we use the notation Zn1 to denote the
initial n elements of the series {Z1, Z2 . . . Zn}. We assume that there is a discrimination procedure for
independence of binary time series gn(Zn1 ), which takes two values, {DEP, IND}. This means that
for any stationary and ergodic non independent binary time series almost surely we will eventually
have that gn(Zn1 ) = DEP , while for all independent identically distributed binary time series almost
surely eventually gn(Zn1 ) = IND. In addition, in the latter case we have a bound for the error,
P (gn(Zn1 ) = DEP ) ≤ fn, where fn is monotone decreasing and for a monotone sequence of integers
1 ≤ mn increasing to ∞, and for a strictly monotone increasing sequence of integers sn ≥ n,

∞∑
n=1

mn−1∑
k=0

f2ksn <∞.

For the existence of such procedures see e.g. Section 3 (Theorem 2) in Morvai and Weiss (2011).
(Cf. Ryabko and Astola (2005), Ryabko and Astola (2006), Ryabko et al. (2006), Ryabko et al.
(2016) and Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 in Morvai and Weiss (2013) also.)

First we define our discrimination procedure DPOISSONt for this subsequence sn as

DPOISSONsn ={
POISSON if g2ksn(X

(k)
1 , . . . , X

(k)

2ksn
) = IID for all k = 0, . . . ,mn − 1

NOTPOISSON otherwise.

Now we define DPOISSONt for t 6= sn for any n as

DPOISSONt = DPOISSONsn if sn < t < sn+1.

Theorem 4.1. Assume that the point process (Ω,Σ, P, Tt) is stationary and ergodic. Then if the
point process is a Poisson process

P (DPOISSONt = NOTPOISSON) ≤
mn−1∑
k=0

f2ksn ≤ mnfsn
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for sn ≤ t < sn+1 and DPOISSONt = POISSON eventually almost surely. If the point process
is not a Poisson process then DPOISSONt = NOTPOISSON eventually almost surely.

Our estimate for the probability of error depends on the performance of the discrimination sub-
procedure for independence used by our algorithm. Next we give the results for the case when one
uses the discrimination procedure gn for independence in Morvai and Weiss (2011) (Theorem 2 in
Section 3).

Corollary 4.2. Use the discrimination procedure gn for independence in Morvai and Weiss (2011)
(Theorem 2 in Section 3 with arbitrary paramethers 0 < γ < 1 and 0 < β < 1−γ

2 ). Then

fn =


1 if 1 ≤ n ≤

(
10

1−2β−γ

) 1
1−2β−γ

min

(
28n4e

−n1−2β−γ
2 , 1

)
otherwise

and fn is monotone decreasing. Choose mn = sn = n. Assume that the point process (Ω,Σ, P, Tt)
is stationary and ergodic. If the point process is a Poisson process then

P (DPOISSONt = NOTPOISSON) ≤ 28(t− 1)5e
−(t−1)1−2β−γ

2

for 1 +
(

10
1−2β−γ

) 1
1−2β−γ

< t and DPOISSONt = POISSON eventually almost surely. If the point
process is not a Poisson process then DPOISSONt = NOTPOISSON eventually almost surely.
Particularly, with the choice of γ = β = 0.01 we get

fn =

 1 if 1 ≤ n ≤ 10

min

(
28n4e

−n0.97
2 , 1

)
otherwise.

Now if the point process is a Poisson process then

P (DPOISSONt = NOTPOISSON) ≤ 28(t− 1)5e
−(t−1)0.97

2

for 12 < t and DPOISSONt = POISSON eventually almost surely. If the point process is not a
Poisson process then DPOISSONt = NOTPOISSON eventually almost surely.

Remark 4.3. We should point out that we will actually demonstrate in the course of the proof a
"single orbit" version of Rényi’s theorem which may be formulated as follows. If we have a single
point ω which is generic for some ergodic point process (Ω,Σ, P, Tt) of finite intensity, and if in
addition for all k the sequences defined by Xk

i (ω) are generic for independent processes (not related
a priori) then the point process (Ω,Σ, P, Tt) is a Poisson process with parameter λ determined by
the formula P{X0

1 = 0} = e−λ. This is a further result in the spirit of “Single Orbit Dynamics".

Remark 4.4. In the literature of statistical tests it is required to give estimates for both type I
and type II errors. In Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 we give an estimate for the probability of
misclassification only in case the process is a Poisson point process. In principle one cannot give
similar upper bounds in the other direction when the competing process is a general stationary
and ergodic point process that is not Poisson. This is because one can have such processes that
are not Poisson but behave like a Poisson process for a very long time. To see this just consider
point processes with independent inter-arrival times but with distributions that are very close to
an exponential distribution. This is why we do not call our scheme a test but a discrimination
procedure.
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Remark 4.5. We note that this discrimination procedure can be extended to Rd. The point is that
Renyi’s theorem is quite general. (Cf. Theorem 10.9 in Kallenberg (1997).) For Rd one has to
modify the discrimination procedure for independence to random fields Xk where k = (k1, k2, ...kd)
is a multi index and the finite observations are now for |k| < n. Then using the same arguments
we can get a discrimination procedure with an error bound for Poisson point processes in higher
dimensions.

Remark 4.6. Note that the paramethers 0 < α, and 0 < β in Corollary 4.2 can be chosen arbitrarily
small. If the process is a Poisson point process, the smaller these paramethers are, the faster the
probability of misclassification will tend to zero (but the rate will still remain subexponential). We
do not know if, possibly with a different discrimination procedure, one can achieve exponential error
rate instead of our subexponential one in Corollary 4.2.

Remark 4.7. It seems to us unlikely that one could find a way to abstractly define a “best discrim-
ination procedure”, in the sense of achieving a smallest probability of misclassification. Given a
discrimination procedure which eventually classifies the process correctly, one can define a second
discrimination procedure which, for a fixed period of time, will classify the observed process as Pois-
son (regardless of the observed data) and then will agree with the first discrimination procedure.
In this way, for the second classification procedure, the probability of misclassification given the
process is Poisson is zero during this time period and the asymptotic behaviour of both discrim-
ination procedures are the same. Since this time period can be chosen arbitrarily long, the first
discrimination procedure can not be considered better than the second.

Remark 4.8. Our earlier paper Morvai and Weiss (2019) was based on a direct consideration of the
inter-arrival times which are real valued random variables. The discrimination procedure in Morvai
and Weiss (2019) first examines if these real valued random variables are independent or not. If the
answer is yes then the discrimination procedure determines if the distribution of these inter-arrival
times is exponential or not. If both answers are yes then the discrimination procedure says that the
point process is Poisson. In this paper, our discrimination procedure deals with a simpler situation
in which the random variables take only two values. We were unable to give any estimates for
the probability of error in Morvai and Weiss (2019) whereas in this paper, in Theorem 4.1 and
Corollary 4.2, we do give estimates for the probability of misclassification in case the process is
indeed a Poisson point process.

Proof of Theorem 4.1:

If the point process is Poisson then for each k, the process {X(k)
i } is a sequence of independent

binary random variables. By assumption,

P (gsn2k(X
(k)
1 , . . . , X

(k)

2ksn
) = DEP for some 0 ≤ k ≤ mn − 1)

≤
mn−1∑
k=0

P (gsn2k(X
(k)
1 , . . . , X

(k)

2ksn
) = DEP ) ≤

mn−1∑
k=0

f2ksn

and since by assumption
∞∑
n=1

mn−1∑
k=0

f2ksn <∞

by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, eventually almost surely,

gsn2k(X
(k)
1 , . . . , X

(k)

2ksn
) = IND for all 0 ≤ k ≤ mn − 1
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thus
DPOISSONsn = POISSON

eventually almost surely. Therefore, by definition,

DPOISSONt = POISSON

eventually almost surely.

By assumption, gn(Zn1 ) = DEP eventually almost surely for all stationary and ergodic non
independent binary processes and gn(Zn1 ) = IND eventually almost surely for all independent
identically distributed binary processes. The ergodic decomposition (cf. Kallenberg (1997)) easily
shows, by an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 3.3 that the same conclusion will hold when
the procedure is applied to a stationary non ergodic process. There are only two possibilities. The
first is that for some k, the point ω is generic for a non independent process. Then eventually,
gsn2k(X

(k)
1 (ω), . . . , X

(k)

2ksn
(ω)) = DEP . In this case clearly our discrimination procedure will even-

tually say NOTPOISSON. The second possibility is that for all k, {X(k)
i (ω)} is a generic point of

an independent binary process. In this case we would at first like to see that our discrimination
procedure will eventually stabilize on POISSON. This will give us the fact that our procedure even-
tually stabilizes and it will then suffice to show that if it eventually stabilizes on POISSON then
the process is Poisson. Using the ergodic decomposition (cf. Kallenberg (1997)) as we did before we
can define a set B(n, k) which consists of those ω′ such that {X(k)

i (ω′)} is a generic point of some
independent ergodic process and gsn2k(X

(k)
1 (ω′), . . . , X(k)

2ksn
(ω′)) = DEP . Furthermore by Fubini’s

theorem again we will have,
P (B(n, k)) ≤ f2ksn

and in turn,

P

 ⋃
0≤k≤mn−1

B(n, k)

 ≤ mn−1∑
k=0

f2ksn .

Since the upper bound is summable, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma eventually ω will not be in that
set and we conclude that in case for all k the sequences {X(k)

i (ω)} are generic for independent
processes our discrimination procedure will eventually stabilize on POISSON.

We must now show that in this case the original process is indeed a Poisson process. For this we
will apply Rényi’s Theorem. By Lemma 2.1 Rényi’s second condition (2.2) holds and so it remains
to verify the first. To do this we will assume, as we may, that the point ω is generic for our real flow
in the sense that for all finite disjoint unions of intervals, A, the probability of the event ω ∩A = ∅
can be computed using the ergodic theorem on the indicator of that event along the orbit of ω.
Under this assumption and our preceding one that for all k the sequence {X(k)

i (ω)} is generic for
an independent process we proceed to verify Rényi’s first condition.

For each k, there is a probability distribution

Pω,k(w
l
1) = lim

n→∞

#{1 ≤ i ≤ 2ksn − l : (X
(k)
1+i, . . . , X

(k)
l+i) = wl1}

2ksn − l
= Pω,k(1)

∑l
i=1 wiPω,k(0)

∑l
i=1(1−wi)

where wl1 ∈ {0, 1}l.
Define

λ0 = − ln(Pω,0(0)) that is Pω,0(0) = e−λ0 .

Observe that
X

(k)
1 = 0 if and only if (X

(k+1)
1 , X

(k+1)
2 ) = (0, 0)
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X
(k)
2 = 0 if and only if (X

(k+1)
3 , X

(k+1)
4 ) = (0, 0)

and
X

(k)
i = 0 if and only if (X

(k+1)
2i−1 , X

(k+1)
2i ) = (0, 0).

In order to connect the unknown parameters of the k and k+ 1 processes we use Lemma 3.4 which
gives us that,

Pω,k(0) = (Pω,k+1(0))2.

At this point a simple induction will show that:

Pω,k(0) = (Pω,k−1(0))
1
2 = (Pω,k−2(0))

1
4 = · · · = (Pω,0(0))2

−k
.

Thus
Pω,k(0) = e−λ02

−k
.

If A is a finite union of dyadic intervals then for large enoughK, the event “A is empty" is measurable
with respect to all the k-grids for k ≥ K. In other words one can determine the event “A is empty"
in terms of the {X(k)

i }, and the frequency of dyadic positions in the sequence where that event
occurs in X(k)

1 , . . . , X
(k)

2ksn
tends to e−λ0|A| as n tends to∞, where |A| denotes the Lebesgue measure

of the set A. That is, for k ≥ K,

Pω,k(A is empty) = e−λ0|A|. (4.1)

Now our assumption that ω is generic for the flow implies:

1

T

∫ T

0
I{A is empty}(Ttω)dt→ P (A is empty).

By assumption,

A =
c⋃
i=1

(ai2
−K , bi2

−K ]

for some a1, . . . , ac and b1, . . . , bc. Let k > K be arbitrary. Now for a fix ω consider the set defined
as

{t ∈ [0, sn] : Ttω ∈ {A is not empty}}.
But this set equals

r⋃
i=0

{Ri − a : a ∈ A}

where r = max{i : Ri ≤ sn}. (Recall that the Ri’s represent the places of the marks of the point
process.) Therefore the set

{t ∈ [0, sn] : Ttω ∈ {A is not empty}}

is the union of not more than rc intervals. Therefore the set

{t ∈ [0, sn] : Ttω ∈ {A is empty}}

is also a union of not more that rc pieces of intervals. If (u, v] is one of these intervals then

(u, v] ⊆ (b2kuc2−k, (b2kuc+ 1)2−k]
⋃( ⋃

1≤i≤sn2k:
T i2

−k
ω∈{A is empty}

(i2−k, (i+ 1)2−k]

)
.
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Therefore, if for i = 1, 2, . . . , z, (ui, vi] denotes these intervals, where z ≤ cr,
z⋃
i=1

(ui, vi] ⊆

(
z⋃
i=1

(b2kuic2−k, (b2kuic+ 1)2−k]

)⋃( ⋃
1≤i≤sn2k:

T i2
−k
ω∈{A is empty}

(i2−k, (i+ 1)2−k]

)
.

It follows that
1

sn

∫ sn

0
I{A is empty}(Ttω)dt ≤ c

2k
r

sn
+ 2−k

|{1 ≤ i ≤ sn2k : T i2
−k
ω ∈ {A is empty}}|

sn
.

But
r

sn
→ µ

almost surely and

|{1 ≤ i ≤ sn2k : T i2
−k
ω ∈ {A is empty}}|

sn2k
→ Pω,k(A is empty) = e−λ0|A|.

Therefore
P (A is empty) ≤ cµ2−k + e−λ0|A|.

Now since k was arbitrary,
P (A is empty) ≤ e−λ0|A|. (4.2)

Now we will prove that P (A is empty) ≥ e−λ0|A|. Define

Âk =
c⋃
i=1

(ai2
−K , bi2

−K − 2−k].

By ergodicity,
1

sn

∫ sn

0
I
{Âk is empty}(Ttω)dt→ P (Âk is empty).

By (4.1), we know that
Pω,k(A is empty) = e−λ0|A|.

When counting those i’s inX(k)
i (ω) up to 2ksn which contribute to the calculation of Pω,k(A is empty)

notice that each such interval (i2−k, (i + 1) 2−k] is contained in the set of t for which
I
{Âk is empty}(Ttω) = 1. Therefore,

P (Âk is empty) ≥ Pω,k(A is empty) = e−λ0|A|.

Now
{Âk is not empty} ⊆ {A is not empty}

and

{A is not empty} = {Âk is not empty}
⋃

(
c⋃
i=1

(bi2
−K − 2−k, bi2

−K ]).

But

P (A is not empty) ≤ P (Âk is not empty) + cP ((0, 2−k] is not empty)

≤ P (Âk is not empty) + c2−kµ.

Therefore,
0 ≤ P (A is not empty)− P (Âk is not empty) ≤ c2−kµ

and
|P (A is not empty)− P (Âk is not empty)| ≤ c2−kµ.
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Thus
|P (A is empty)− P (Âk is empty)| ≤ c2−kµ.

Now
P (A is empty) ≥ P (Âk is empty)− c2−kµ ≥ e−λ0|A| − c2−k.

Since k was arbitrary,
P (A is empty) ≥ e−λ0|A|.

By (4.2),
P (A is empty) = e−λ0|A|.

Since any finite union of intervals can be approximated by finite union of dyadic intervals we have
proved the first condition of Rényi (2.1). By Rényi’s characterization this implies that the point
process is Poisson. The proof of Theorem 4.1 is complete.
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